
BASE ACCESS FAQ - TRUCK/FREIGHT DELIVERIES 

If already in possession of a DBIDS Pass from the Quantico Commercial Vehicle Inspection (CVI) Lot from an

initial expo delivery, can I go directly to the base gate with a subsequent delivery. 

No, all commercial vehicle and truck deliveries need to go through the inspection process for every delivery.

However, already having a DBIDS Pass will speed up the process.

If I have a DoD ID (CAC or TESLIN), can I have other people in the truck with me?

Federal PIV Cards – DHS, FBI, DEA, State Department, etc.

Personal Identity Verification Interoperable (PIV-I) Cards 

Veteran Health Identification Card (VHIC)

Defense Biometric Identification System (DBIDS) Card from another military installation.

REAL ID or Enhanced ID

Passport

Federal ID

Yes, as part of the DoD Trusted Traveler Program, you can vouch for up to 5 others who do not have DoD ID or a

DBIDS Pass, but are in possession of one of the following acceptable forms of ID:

If I have a DBIDS Pass from the Quantico Commercial Vehicle Inspection (CVI) Lot, can I have other people in the

truck with me?

Yes, if they have also completed the process for a DBIDS Pass and have picked it up from the Quantico CVI Lot. 

If I have a DoD ID (CAC or TESLIN), do I need to visit the Commercial Vehicle Inspection (CVI) Lot?

Yes, all commercial vehicles need to go through the inspection process. 
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What type of information will I need to provide in the DBIDS enrollment process?



What documents will I be required to show at the gate for base access to make an expo freight delivery?

You will need to provide a CVI Lot issued DBIDS Pass and proof of inspection.

What will I be required to have with me at the CVI?

QR code and/or the alpha-numeric code provided at the completion of your DBIDS application

Completed SECNAV 5512 form. If not completed prior to arrival you will be required to complete it in the waiting

area before getting a base pass

ID

A smile for your picture

You need to bring the following:

What would prevent me from getting a pass from the VCC? 

Any felony conviction 

Any warrants for arrest 

The VCC is unable to verify identity through a valid and acceptable form of ID

Individual’s name appears on a federal or state agency watch list

Individual has been barred from access to a Marine Corps site, other DoD installations or facilities, or other

federal site or facility

Here are the primary disqualifications for base access. You can visit the Quantico Base Access page for complete

information on grounds for restriction from base access here.
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https://marinemilitaryexpos.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FAQ-Domestic-Visitors-2.pdf
https://www.quantico.marines.mil/Base-Access/

